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Abstract: An adaptive mesh finite element model has been developed to predict the crack propagation direction as well as to
calculate the stress intensity factors (SIFs), under linear-elastic assumption for mixed mode loading application. The finite element
mesh is generated using the advancing front method. In order to suit the requirements of the fracture analysis, the generation of the
background mesh and the construction of singular elements have been added to the developed program. The adaptive remeshing
process is carried out based on the posteriori stress error norm scheme to obtain an optimal mesh. Previous works of the authors
have proposed techniques for adaptive mesh generation of 2D cracked models. Facilitated by the singular elements, the displacement extrapolation technique is employed to calculate the SIF. The fracture is modeled by the splitting node approach and the
trajectory follows the successive linear extensions of each crack increment. The SIFs values for two different case studies were
estimated and validated by direct comparisons with other researchers work.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of crack propagation laws based on
stress intensity factor (SIF) is the most successful
engineering application of fracture mechanics. This
characterizes the SIFs as of the most important parameters in fracture analysis. In the elastic fracture
analysis, the SIFs sufficiently define the stress field
close to the crack tip and provide fundamental information on how the crack is going to propagate.
Basically, the estimation methods can be categorized
into two groups, those based on field extrapolation
near the crack tip and those which use the energy
release when the crack propagates. The latter group
includes J-contour integration, the virtual crack extension and the strain energy release rate method. The
main disadvantage of these methods is that the SIF
components, KI and KII in mixed mode application are
either impossible or very difficult to be separated.
Nevertheless, the first group which is based on
near-tip field fitting procedures requires finer meshes

to produce a good numerical representation of
crack-tip fields. Usually, the singular point elements
are generated to facilitate the calculation (de Araújo et
al., 2000).
One of the simplest and most frequently used
methods is displacement extrapolation. It functions
typically in obtaining displacement jumps along the
crack faces and then applying the elasticity relations
to compute a set of estimated SIF values (de Murais,
2007). In order to predict the fracture direction and
loading based on the concept of Maximum Potential
Energy Release Rate (MPERR), a new general
mixed-mode brittle facture criterion was applied by
Chang et al.(2006). The calculation and comparison
of the SIFs have been obtained for a cracked Element
Free Galerkin Method (EFGM) plate by using several
different numerical techniques (Anlas et al., 2000).
A study of subcritical crack growth in Zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) ceramics was carried
out by Szutkowska and Boniecki (2006). The crack
length was evaluated by linear-elastic analysis from
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the compliance of single-edge-notched specimen in
three-points bending test. The finite element method
has been proven to be very well suited for the study of
fracture mechanics. Nevertheless the modeling of
crack propagation through a finite element mesh
turned out to be difficult because of the modification
of the mesh topology. Nodal relaxation is frequently
used to release nodes, in order to enable the crack tip
to propagate through the mesh (Phongthanapanich
and Dechaumphai, 2004).
The paper aims to determine the SIFs for crack
propagation problem under linear-elastic fracture
analysis by means of a displacement extrapolation
technique with adaptive mesh finite element method.
The source code of the program on this study is written
in FORTRAN 98. The mesh for finite elements is the
unstructured type, generated using the advancing front
method. The global h-type adaptive mesh is adopted
based on the norm stress error estimator. The quarter-point singular elements are uniformly generated
around the crack tip in the form of a rosette. The displacement extrapolation technique used in the calculation is explained. Two different test specimens’
geometries were considered, i.e. three points bending
specimen and the central cracked plate.

SIF AND CRACK PROPAGATION
In this paper, the displacement extrapolation
method (Guinea et al., 2000) is used to calculate the
SIFs as follows:
KI =

(v ′ − v ′ ) ⎤
E
2π ⎡
4(vb′ − v′) d − c e ⎥ , (1)
⎢
3(1 + ν )(1 + κ ) L ⎣
2 ⎦

K II =

(u ′ − ue′ ) ⎤
E
2π ⎡
4(ub′ − u ′)d − c
, (2)
⎢
3(1 + ν )(1 + κ ) L ⎣
2 ⎥⎦

where E is the modulus of elasticity; ν is Poisson’s
ratio; κ is the elastic parameter; L is the quarter-point
element length; u′ and v′ are the displacement components in the x′ and y′ directions, respectively; the
subscripts indicate their positions as shown in Fig.1.

κ=

(3 − 4ν ),
(3 − 4ν )/(1 + ν ),

plane stress;
plane strain.

(3)
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Fig.1 Crack face coordinate frame versus global coordinate frame

MESH GENERATION AND ADAPTIVE REFINEMENT
In this work, the unstructured triangular mesh is
automatically generated by employing the advancing
front method (Löhner, 1997). The latest review of this
method can be found in the previous research (Zienkiewicz et al., 2005). In order to represent the field
singularity correctly at the crack tip, the singular
elements have to be constructed. In our implementation, these special elements as shown in Fig.1 are
generated separately from the conventional ones using a cut and paste procedure. An impressive discussion on the adaptive mesh generators is given in
(Alshoaibi et al., 2007).
In general, smaller mesh size gives more accurate finite element approximate solution. However, a
reduction in the mesh size leads to greater computational effort. The adaptive mesh refinement is employed as the optimization scheme. This scheme is
based on a posteriori error estimator obtained from
the solution of the previous mesh. Here stress error
norm is taken as the error estimator. The strategy used
to refine the mesh during the analysis process is
adopted from (Alshoaibi and Ariffin, 2006).
In order to properly represent the field singularity around the crack tip, the singular elements have to
be constructed as well. Since the advancing front
method generates the triangle elements starting from
the boundary faces, the area around the crack tip for
the construction of the singular elements is supposed
to be isolated. This area is isolated by firstly generating nodes around the crack tip in the rosette form.
After that, the crack tip node and the jointed boundary
segments are removed. New boundary segments are
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then introduced linking all the new nodes to temporarily ‘cut out’ the template area from the original
domain. Subsequently the advancing front triangulation can be executed. Finally singular elements are
‘patched’ into the rosette template to complete the
process. This procedure in Fig.2 is quite similar to
that from a previous work (de Matos et al., 2004). The
number of elements depends on the distributed nodes
around the crack tip, which can be set by the user.
Here the natural triangular quarter point elements
(Freese and Tracey, 1976) are used instead of the
collapse quadrilateral element (Barsoum, 1976).

Fig.2 The cut and patch procedure of generating singular elements around a crack tip

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION
In order to carry out a comprehensive evaluation
of the SIFs approximated by the developed program,
two well-known plate geometries are used: single
edge cracked plate with three holes and with four
points bending.
Single edge cracked plate with three holes under
mixed mode loading
A fracture problem under a complicated mixed
mode has been studied, to demonstrate the performance of the developed program to model the crack
propagation from initial notches in a single edge
cracked plate with three holes and accurately predict
the values of SIFs. The geometry of the single edge
cracked plate with three holes and its final adaptive
mesh are shown in Figs.3 and 4.
The material is polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA beam), which has Young’s modulus of
E=210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of ν=0.3. It is clear
that PMMA is considered as brittle material; however,
the results obtained are applicable to any kind of
material as long as LEFM is valid. The plate is simply
supported near the lower corners, and subjected to a
concentrated load at the center of the upper edge.
The experiments conducted by Bittencourt et al.
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Fig.3 The geometry of the single edge cracked plate
with three holes

Fig.4 The final adaptive mesh of the single edge crack
plate with three holes

(1996) are used as benchmark to validate the results
of the present study with two cases of the initial crack
length, a, and its location, b, as shown by the table in
Fig.3. This configuration was chosen because two
different crack growth trajectories had been predicted
by the finite element modeling of the holed specimens,
depending on the initial notch geometry.
For case I, the initial crack length, a, and its location, b, are 1.5 and 5.0 units, respectively. The results of the adaptive finite element meshes and the
crack growth trajectory are depicted in Fig.5a. The
figure shows that the crack growth trajectory passes
just above the lower hole and ends at the middle hole.
As expected, there was significant difference in
crack trajectories between Figs.5 and 6. The results
proved that the crack trajectory was dependent on the
initial crack location. An initial location close to the
hole could cause the crack path to go towards the hole,
while the crack path far from initial locations remotes
from the hole. As can be seen in Fig.6, the crack trajectory still moved towards the hole although the
initial crack was far from the hole compared to that in
Fig.5.
For case II, the results of the present study for the
crack path prediction is also compared qualitatively
with the numerical results using enriched element free
Galerkin method (EFGM) (Ventura et al., 2001) and
the extended finite element method results (X-FEM)
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(a)
■ Experiment (Bittencourt et
al., 1996)
Adaptive FEM (Phongthanapanich and Dechaumphai, 2004)

ditions as shown in Fig.8. There seems to be good
agreement for SIFs values in both modes for case I.
However, the values of SIFs differed somewhat when
the crack was in the neighborhood of a hole represented in Fig.8 by the sharp notches of decreasing
SIFs.
Fig.9 shows the maximum principal stress distribution for the final step of the crack propagation for
both cases.
The results in Fig.9 showed a slightly different
stress distribution for each specimen. Note that, for

a=1.5
b=5

(b)
Fig.5 (a) Present results on adaptive finite element
meshes and the crack growth trajectory for the single
edge cracked plate with three holes; (b) Experimental
and FEM trajectory (case I)

(a)

(b)

Fig.7 Crack propagation path for case II. (a) EFGM
(Bittencourt et al., 1996); (b) X-FEM (Ventura et al.,
2001)
2417.5

(a)

K I (MPa·cm1/2)

2197.7
1977.9
1758.1
1538.4
1318.6
1098.8
879.04

■ Experiment (Bittencourt et
al., 1996)
Adaptive FEM (Phongthanapanich and Dechaumphai, 2004)

659.3

549.42

Fig.6 (a) Present results on adaptive finite element
meshes and the crack growth trajectory for the single
edge cracked plate with three holes; (b) Experimental
and FEM trajectory (case II)

(Bordas and Moran, 2006) as shown in Figs.7a and 7b
respectively with good agreement.
The predicted values of the SIFs for mode I and
mode II during crack propagation steps are compared
with those results observed by Bittencourt et
al.(1996), for the same geometry and boundary con-

K II (MPa·cm1/2)

(b)
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Crack incr.=0.76 cm
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Present study
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(b)
Fig.8 Comparison of SIF histories for case I between
present results and those of Bittencourt et al.(1996)
(a) Mode I; (b) Mode II
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Fig.9 Maximum principal stress distribution for the
single edge cracked plate with three holes. (a) Case I; (b)
Case II

case I, the stress on the left-hand side was less than
that on the right-hand side. For case II, the stress on
the left-hand side was higher than that on the
right-hand side. As a consequence, the crack propagated inwards starting from the boundary, towards the
region where the stresses were much higher.
Four points bending specimen
A finite element model of linear-elastic fracture
has been employed on four points bending specimen
under mixed mode conditions with point loading
applied, having thickness B=3.5 mm, height W=4.5
mm and length L>43 mm, made of Al2O3-ceramics.
The geometry of four points bending specimen and its
final adaptive mesh, and the enlargement of mesh
around the crack tip are shown in Figs.10 and 11.
The stresses in this loading case were also
computed. The geometric functions FI and FII are
defined as (Filon, 1903):

P ⎛ d⎞
P ⎛ d⎞
KI =
⎜1 − ⎟ πaFI , K II =
⎜1 − ⎟ πaFII .
WB ⎝ L ⎠
WB ⎝
L⎠
(4)
The geometry is imposed by plane strain condition
with point load P, length L, height W, thickness B and
crack length a. Somehow with this loading applied
(i.e. point load) on four point bending specimen, it
seems that the crack propagated straight forward as
illustrated in Fig.12. The dimensionless SIF for this
specimen is given in (Fett et al., 1995).
A comparison for the SIFs (KI and KII) values
between the current results with those of Fett et
al.(1995) are shown in Tables 1 and 2 with d/W=0.5.

(b)
Fig.10 The geometry of the four points bend specimen
(a) and its final adaptive mesh (b)

Fig.11 Enlargement of mesh around crack tip to represent the rosette elements

Fig.12 Crack propagation direction for the four points
bend specimen

The dimensionless form of the estimated SIF is
obtained by Eq.(4). Presented for a range of 0.1<a/W
<0.4. The results in the present study seem to be very
close to those of Fett et al.(1995).
Table 1 Dimensionless SIF for central crack plate
for mode I in case II
a/W

Fett et al.(1995)

Present study

0.1

0.3450

0.3461

0.2

0.6633

0.6660

0.3

0.9399

0.9354

0.4

1.1702

1.1721

0.6

1.5507

1.5512

0.8

2.0684

2.0697
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Table 2 Dimensionless SIF for central crack plate
for mode II in case II
a/W
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.8

Fett et al.(1995)
0.3841
0.2448
0.1580
0.1098
0.0566
0.0106

Present study
0.3860
0.2480
0.1583
0.1079
0.0570
0.0130

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comprehensive finite element
model was developed with an advancing front method
for crack propagation analysis. The prediction of SIFs
was as well considered under mixed mode loading,
using an adaptive mesh strategy. The norm stress error
is taken as a posterior estimator for the h-type adaptive
refinement. The nodes of natural six-node quarter
point elements generated around the crack tip were
employed to form a circular zone surrounding the tip
in order to capture better stress field. The adaptive
remeshing technique places small elements around the
crack tips and in region with large change of stress
gradients. Larger elements are generated in other regions to minimize the total number of unknowns and
the computational time. The accuracy of the estimated
SIFs has been evaluated through assessments comprising two standard specimens. The results of SIFs
are compared to the closed form solutions and to the
extensive results of other studies. The crack simulations for modes I and II show acceptable crack path
predictions. The obtained findings from the applied
simulations strongly indicated that the numerical finite
element solution has been successfully employed for
2D linear-elastic fracture mechanics problems.
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